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Abstract 

This bachelor thesis in sociology is based on participatory observation and interviews in 

Mauritius done by two Swedish students who are studying Social change and social 

sustainability at the University of Halmstad. The aim of this study was to understand the 

social conditions that affect the organization Young Queer Alliance and their work to monitor 

and secure human rights regarding discrimination against sexual orientation in Mauritius 

today. The aim was also to see if Young Queer Alliance has opportunities for change towards 

a more socially sustainable society regarding this discrimination.  

 

The material has been interpreted and analysed by us through Foucault’s theory of power 

(2008), Jönhill’s dichotomy inclusion/exclusion (2012) and social mobilization (Sundh & 

Turunen, 2000). In some sections, we have done parallels between Mauritius and Sweden. 

The result of the empirical collection is complex and multidimensional and showed that; 

homophobia, religions, traditions, heterosexual norms and government influence the social 

circumstances for the organization. Paradoxically, a new thinking generation is emerging 

influenced by globalization and its processes. The “not-knowing-mentality” causes 

discrimination and can be prevailed with education. The thesis concludes that; the mentality is 

based on traditional norms and is influenced by history. Our generation cannot change history, 

but the future is ours to write. 

 

Keywords 

LGBT, power, inclusion/exclusion, social mobilization, human rights, social sustainability 

 

Abstrakt 

Denna kandidatexamen i sociologi bygger på deltagande observation och intervjuer på 

Mauritius utförda av två svenska studenter som studerar social förändring och social 

hållbarhet på Högskolan i Halmstad. Syftet med studien var att förstå de sociala förhållanden 

som påverkar organisationen Young Queer Alliance vilka arbetar för att övervaka och 

säkerställa mänskliga rättigheter gälllande diskriminering mot sexuell orienteering på 

Mauritius idag. Syftet var också att se om Young Queer Alliance har möjligheter till 

förändring för ett mer socialt hållbart samhälle gällande diskrimineringen. 

 

Materialet har tolkats och analyserats av oss genom Foucaults maktteori (2008), Jönhills 

begreppspar inklusion/exclusion (2012) och social mobilisering (Sundh & Turunen, 2000). I 

vissa avsnitt har vi dragit paralleller mellan Mauritius och Sverige. Resultatet av det 

empiriska materialet är komplext och multidimensionellt och visade att; homofobi, religion, 

tradition, heterosexuella normer och regering påverkar de sociala förhållandena för 

organisationen. Paradoxalt framträder en nytänkande generation vilka är influerade av 

globaliseringen och dess processer. En “icke-vetande”-mentaltitat bidrar till diskriminering 

och kan förändras med utbildning. I den avslutande sammanfattningen framkommer det att; 

mentaliteten är baserad på traditionella normer och är därav påverkad av historien. Vår 

generation kan inte påverka historien, men framtiden är vår att skriva. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Introduction 

Imagine how you would feel if you were forced to choose between your family or the one you 

love? Or to hide your true identity in a peaceful social environment where different cultures 

and religions lived together, just to please others? Having the common civil right to 

participate in political elections does not mean that each and every individual has the same 

right to procure his own happiness.  

 

“We have a peaceful society, a paradise island. Make Mauritius a paradise for everyone.” 

(YQA, 2017) 

 

The United Nations (UN) Declaration of Human Rights states that “all people, regardless of 

country, culture and context, are born free and equal in dignity and rights” (MR, 2017).  The 

non-governmental organization Young Queer Alliance in Mauritius which this study is based 

on uses the term queer in its name, a broad collective term that questions heteronormative 

identities, values and structures. The term includes sexual orientations that do not belong to 

the normative, such as homosexuals, bisexuals and transsexuals, with the desire that everyone 

regardless of the sexual identity should be included in society on similar terms. However, 

according to the organisation Young Queer Alliance the social conditions concerning sexual 

orientations like lesbians, gays, bisexuals and transsexuals (LGBT) are not the same as for the 

heterosexual population in Mauritius today (YQA, 2017). 

  

Discrimination based on sexual orientation, gender identity and gender expression might be 

described in sociological terms as a consequence of social interactions between and within the 

society's different dimensions and is therefore a necessary study object, we think. Therefore, 

we believe that our study is sociologically relevant and collected our empirical material 

through qualitative methods, because we wanted to understand the social phenomenon 

regarding unequal social conditions based on sexual orientation that the organization Young 

Queer Alliance works under today. We relate these social conditions to two of our programs 

main terms: life conditions and power. We think this kind of discrimination violates human 

rights, which is not socially sustainable for the country in question or anywhere else for that 

matter. 
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1.2. Purpose and Question at issue 

Purpose 

Our focus is on an organizational level. The aim of this bachelor thesis in sociology is 

therefore to understand the social conditions that affect the organization Young Queer 

Alliance and their work to monitor and secure human rights in their current social 

circumstances regarding sexual orientation, gender identity and gender expression in 

Mauritius today. The aim is also to see if Young Queer Alliance has opportunities to change 

towards a more socially sustainable society regarding sexual discrimination. 

 

Question at issue  

How can the social conditions that the organization Young Queer Alliance works under to 

monitor and secure their human rights regarding sexual discrimination in Mauritius today be 

understood? 

 

Sub queries 

• What kind of opportunities and difficulties does Young Queer Alliance believe that 

they are having today?  

• How does Young Queer Alliance perceive their future? 

1.3. Area of concern - The management of Human Rights   

According to the Swedish Government (MR, 2017) the UN's universal declaration on Human 

Rights applies to everyone regardless of country, culture and context and aims to give all 

people the opportunity to live a decent life. The declaration includes rules regarding people's 

ability to survive such as food and shelter, their innermost thoughts and beliefs, family 

protection, right to education, freedom of speech and participation among others. It also states 

that each country must respect these rules and are responsible for transposing human rights 

obligations into their national laws. However, to be able to implement these laws, a functional 

legal system is required. In addition, complementary measures are needed such as proper 

information and knowledge to make the country’s citizen more aware of their rights (Ibid). 

The situation of human rights on Mauritius is considered to be good overall, according to the 

Swedish Ministry of Foreign Affairs (UD, 2010). However, the UN Human Rights 

Committee has still expressed criticism against Mauritius since the country has not 

sufficiently incorporated the convention into the national legislation on civil and political 

rights (Ibid:10). In section 17 regarding discrimination based on sexual orientation or gender 

identity the following is written, “Male homosexuality is illegal in Mauritius. Homosexuality 
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is taboo and is not officially noted in general. Discrimination on grounds of sexual orientation 

in the workplace is prohibited by law” (Ibid:f). Furthermore, when we read the National 

Human Rights Commission, (NHRC, 2015) Mauritius own report on human rights regarding 

LGBT individuals the following is written, “The Mauritian population generally practices 

tolerance and has not openly persecuted LGBT. It is equally true that LGBT have been the 

subject of mockery” (NHRC, 2015:11). Why do human rights not apply to people with a 

different sexual orientation apart from the heteronormative? For LGBT individuals, it is taboo 

to show their preferences openly whether you are a homosexual man or woman or a 

transgender, and it is stated that these individuals are being targeted for mockery. We think 

that in terms of social sustainability it seems like the area of concern hinders the Mauritian 

LGBT individuals from equity and access to resources due to this discrimination.  

1.4. Perception  

Our perception was based on the general social conditions we believed the organization 

worked under and wanted to change, based on the thought that each culture has its own more 

or less distinctive patterns of sexual values and actions. We did not know if our 

understanding was objective or subjective. What we did know however was that Mauritius is 

considered to be an environmental paradise according to most travel agencies. As prospective 

sociologists, we wanted to see if the country's socio-cultural factors were as amazing as the 

nature. Our perception was also based on the facts written about the country on the Internet. 

We were aware that we as Swedish authors are internalized, in other words, influenced by a 

western perspective. Breaking the normality in the western world, especially in Sweden, has 

become a bit of a trend according to us. It is strong and courageous, and some status is added 

when an individual goes against the stream in a context of solid and non-socialized 

discourses. Furthermore, when it comes to sexuality and different sexual orientations, we are 

aware that heteronormativity as a dominant discourse affects everyday life for LGBT 

individuals in other ways than for heterosexual individuals. Even though these heterosexual 

discourses are dominant and often has a strong hold throughout the society's different 

dimensions. Hence, we believe that coming together and mobilize a group works as a 

powerful tool against dominant discourses with its power structures.  
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2. Background and previous research 

Here you will find information that forms the basis of our study. To gain a bigger 

understanding for the social conditions that Young Queer Alliance works under to monitor 

and secure human rights regarding sexual discrimination in Mauritius today, we have 

included; background facts about Mauritius, information about the organization Young Queer 

Alliance, concepts like social sustainability; social norms, globalization and previous 

research. This basis will be used in our analysis and concluding summary and reflection.  

2.1. Background 

2.1.1. Republic of Mauritius 

Mauritius is an African island located in the Indian Ocean, east of Madagascar. Most travel 

agencies describe Mauritius as one of the world’s most beautiful and luxurious vacation 

destinations. It is a tropical island with white soft beaches and crystal clear water.  

 

Since independence of French and British colonizers in 1968, the island is considered to be 

one of Africa’s strongest economies. The standard of living is considered to be relatively 

good. There is a well-developed public sector, including mandatory and free education from 

primary school up to university level and free healthcare (UI, 2016).  The political situation is 

stable with a well-functioning multi-party system, in which power change takes place through 

free elections. Since 1992, the island is primarily a republic with a female president Ameenah 

Gurib-Fakim as head of the state (2015-) (UI, 2016). The legislative power is vested in the 

parliament, and Prime Minister Pravind Jugnauth (2017-) has the executive power (UI, 2016). 

The island is one of the world's most populous countries with 1,262,605 inhabitants (2015). 

The largest ethnic group is Indo Mauritians at about 69%, followed by the Creoles at 28 % 

and the remaining 3 % consists of Chinese and Europeans amongst others. Their cultures have 

merged into a mixture, where the biggest religions are Hindu, Christianity and Islam. 
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Freedom of religion is guaranteed and the atmosphere is considered to be peaceful between 

the groups (UI, 2016).  

2.1.2. The organization Young Queer Alliance 

The organization Young Queer Alliance (YQA) is a non-governmental organization in 

Mauritius that was created for, and led by the youth (YQA, 2017). They work primarily for 

the LGBT community overall and they tend to focus on young MSM´s (men who has sex with 

other men). The organization was formed in 2014 after the abolition of slavery in the country. 

After this event they wrote a complaint about homosexual discrimination to the Equal 

Opportunities Commission, the complaint went through and was a beginning of change and 

influence of the country's conditions. YQA keeps organizations and institutions responsible 

for the discrimination in the Mauritian society. Their driving force is to mobilize young 

Mauritian to make YQA bigger. They advocate a better society where all are included 

regardless of sexual orientation, gender identity and gender expression and fight to 

continuously inform the political power of basic human rights that should regard all humans. 

In short, the organization works with prevention, empowerment, awareness, protecting and 

supporting young LGBT people from being victims of bullying and discrimination, and tries 

to act in several areas such as education, leisure time, at work, at home and in the society in 

general. Through mixed workshops and other activities, Pride is one example, which include 

both LGBT and heterosexuals with the purpose to create an open channel of discussion (Ibid).  

 

2.1.3. Social sustainability 

Social sustainability is a vision of social development that seeks to improve life by 

incorporating principles and social rules regarding social equality, access to resources, 

participation, social capital and governance, with concern for human rights and social 

exclusion. The concept social sustainability is multidimensional and includes economic, 

social and ecological aspects (Manzi et al. 2010:9). Manzi et al. claims that in order to achieve 

social sustainability, society must address social exclusion. This often happens because of 

institutionalization of social and political barriers that prevent certain individuals and groups 
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from participating in all parts of the society (Ibid:f). From that point of view, long-term 

visions together with sub-goals on specific actions should be implemented at all levels of the 

society regardless of age, ethnics, religion, gender or sexual orientation (Ibid:2ff).  

2.1.4. Social norms 

Ulf Himmelstrand writes about social norms as sociological conceptual apparatus 

(Himmelstrand, 2009:52). Social norms explain human action and play a major role in social 

construction, which, according to him, are defined and internalized already in an early age. 

Social norms are determined by rational considerations where you get rewarded when 

following society’s social norms and punished if you do not. When contradictory norms 

collide it can lead to social conflicts in the society (Ibid:54).  

2.1.5. Globalization 

The world today and its multitudes are constantly changing, affecting each other, not least 

individuals and groups. As a result of globalization, modernity, social interactions, cross-

border dialogues and social changes are processes that are beyond the power of nations to 

influence and shape societies at all levels (Therborn, 2012:44). It is important to discuss the 

global process and its consequences (Ibid:94). Power structures acting at a global level shapes 

and weakens the national institutions and authorities locally as distances shrink (Held, 

2004:4, 6). Modernity, as our former era, can be seen as an arrow on the way forward with 

focus is on liberation and growth. Today's postmodern era continues in these traces, but the 

fundamental here are secularization and the development of neoliberal politics characterized 

by individualization (Therborn, 2012:111f). In this era economics goes before sustainable 

relationships, which is the main driver for further development (Ibid:115ff).  

 

Understanding how social norms affect society is important for us as researchers to be able to 

interpret and understand the social conditions YQA works under and how to make their 

society socially sustainable in the long run. YQA is working to change and improve the living 

conditions of individuals with deviating sexual orientation. They work for human rights and 

through globalization and the supplied cross-border dialogues YQA can compare strategies 

and processes with international actors with similar focus for their own change work.  
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2.2. Previous research 

2.2.1. Sexual discrimination, attitudes toward sexual health, and consciousness of               

biomedical ethics in Korea – Kyung Hwang 2016 

World Health Organization believes that sexuality includes not only reproduction of social 

norms, sexual behaviours, roles and identities associated with gender but also beliefs, values, 

relationships, attitudes and desires (Hwang, 2016:900). The study showed that the degree of 

sexual discrimination was higher among men with conservative views on sexuality than 

among women in South Korea. Those who were educated at college or higher were religious 

and had a partner had greater awareness of how sexual health affects both individuals and the 

society at large, than those who were not further educated after elementary school. The aim of 

the study was to identify the relationship between the attitude towards sexual health and 

sexual discrimination among Korean adults (Ibid:903f). According to the author, socio-

cultural structure of gender consists of an interaction between attitudes and preferences linked 

to masculinity and femininity, which is developed by individuals. The study also reveals that 

sexual health and its well-being consist of mental, physical and social norms that explain why 

an individual has a negative attitude towards sexual health. This may be due to the lack of 

sexuality structures that may adversely affect individuals and groups by, for example, 

unplanned pregnancies, abortions and sexually transmitted diseases (Ibid:900f). Hwang 

believes that courses in bioethics and sexuality taught in middle and high school generates 

respect, ethics and morality, but does not entail the consequences of sexual acts such as 

abortion and insemination. He argues for the importance of adult education in the future, 

especially for raising perspectives on sexual discrimination. He highlights that the study is 

limited and not generalizable since it is written in a South Korean context. Thus, the study's 

design and process can be applied in another population based on other circumstances 

(Ibid:906f).  

 

This study differs from ours because of its focus, which is on education and not on an 

organization. However, the article is relevant to our study because the result explains that 

education is a must in sexual discriminatory environment in a non-western context.  

2.2.2. Wearing a rainbow bumper sticker: Experiential Learning on Homophobia, 

Heteronormativity and Heterosexual Privilege – Lisa M. Nunn & Sophia C. Bolt, 2014 

This study from a Roman Catholic campus in the United States is based on an experimental 

activity where 27 students were embellished to wear a rainbow mark for a period of 24 hours. 
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The purpose of the study was to awaken a deeper self-reflection about homophobia by letting 

the students experience the different forms of heterosexism and homophobia similar to how 

the LGBT students experience everyday life in school (M.Nunn & C.Bolt, 2014). During the 

activity, the students were asked to write down their reflections in a notepad, which later was 

discussed at a re-gathering (Ibid:283). The authors argue that heterosexism and homophobia is 

something that is especially thriving on campus, since these environments are largely 

characterized by heteronormativity. This also expresses itself in the judicial system and in 

society in general. Heteronormativity is described in this regard as structurally conditioned, 

where heterosexuality is the ideal for sexuality and all other forms of sexual orientation are 

subordinate. Heterosexuality breaks down and punishes non-heterosexual identities, 

behaviours and relationships (Ibid:297). In order for schools to become more secure and 

welcoming environments for all, subjects such as homophobia, heterosexism, 

heteronormativity and heterosexual privileges must be addressed in education (Ibid:280). The 

result of the activity demonstrated this by promoting a deeper self-reflection that inspired the 

students to personal development, raising the sensitivity of the negative effects of 

heteronormativity and heterosexism. The result also showed that benefits from heterosexual 

privileges in their daily lives, and increased knowledge and understanding of the political and 

social marginalization that LGBT individuals encounters. The authors’ conclusion was that 

confirming environments and programs that encourage self-exploration and provide 

opportunities for direct contact between LGBT and heterosexual individuals, could combat 

stereotypes about LGBT people and change attitudes towards the LGBT-community in 

general (Ibid:280f). 

 

This article complements Hwangs findings about the importance of proper education about 

sexuality. It also confirms that environments that encourage dialogues between individuals 

with different sexual orientations minimizes prejudices and increases understanding of the 

unknown. Our study is based on one organization and their circumstances in particular, which 

make it more difficult to generalize our study to other contexts in comparison to Nunn & 

Bolts. 

2.2.3. Passionate resistance: on heteronormal sex power, resistance and (n)utopias – Janne 

Bromseth, 2012 

This study took place in Gothenburg City in Sweden addressing resistance cultures. The study 

was based on both individual interviews and focus groups with 36 activists between the ages 
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19 and 31. The activists who participated in this study identified themselves as heterosexual, 

bi-, homo- and pansexual, and were actively challenging power relations and norms to 

influence and change societies (Bromseth, 2010:240). For this study, the author used 

Foucault's theories about the relationship between power and resistance and believed that the 

structural processes was legitimized by the authorities and did not match individuals who not 

identified themselves with the heteronormative society. The power in this case consists of 

structural actions in which individuals and groups are internalized into reproduced norms and 

attributed identities. If an individual or group does not experience belonging to the attributed 

identity but instead feels the desire to change the political and social in society, resistance 

movements are formed (Ibid:242). Creating an "us-and-them" kind of thinking, as a type of 

inclusion-exclusion process, is one of the stages that occur in the distance from normativity in 

society and is central to resistance movements as investigated (Ibid:243). The result and the 

analysis of the empirical material showed that heteronormativity is changeable, but stable 

(Ibid:244f).  

 

This article is relevant to our study as it shows how norms are internalized and reproduced 

through power and resistance. The study also mentions an “us-and-them” distinction that 

human beings seems to do through interactions as an inclusion-exclusion process and we 

think this process is relevant to our study. Furthermore, this study is based on interviews and 

uses Foucault as a theorist just like we do in our study, but the method differs since some of 

the material is collected from focus groups.  

2.2.4. Participants, experts and change agents in health promotion development work - Johan 

Karltun, 2006 

This article addresses Johan Karltun's own experiences from his research on change work in 

small-scale wood industries, describing his own reflection and analysis of the roles in this 

context (Karltun, 2006:156). His study is based on an occupational science perspective aimed 

at optimizing physical, mental, social and organizational working conditions to achieve well-

being, health and work efficiency (Ibid:f). The author wants to highlight the importance of 

technological changes in structural processes through forced labour from higher powers. The 

offensive changes among staff can only be done through their own motivation and free will 

and generally the result in improving long-term health is the kind of change work the author 

also explains (Ibid:172). The staff has a practical role in implementing changes, as they 

possess expert knowledge in their own work (Ibid). Karltun addresses the primary change 
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factor involvement, which is essential in a development and in change work, as it brings a lot 

of benefits to all involved in the organization. More concrete arguments for participation are 

that democracy, ergonomics and quality are improved, which facilitates and creates change 

(Ibid:156, 169). Furthermore, different perspectives on involvement in change are explained. 

One of these is a symbolic-anarchist perspective that differs from the rest in its assumption. 

Here the organization is seen as loosely linked parts, which are guided by the individual's 

thoughts, ideas and values rather than objective conditions where common symbols form the 

basis for the formulated goals and change actions undertaken by the group (Ibid).  

 

The article is relevant as it highlights the primary parts of the members' participation and its 

motivation that has an internal driving force for change, and can therefore interconnect with 

our theory social mobilization. The study differs a lot from ours, but we think it is important 

to show that participation and the need for common symbols for groups is needed for a 

genuine work of change. It is the employee's own free will and motivation that drives this 

type of change.  

2.2.5. Religion, Spirituality and Gay Sexuality - Lucy LePeau, 2007 

Assistant Dean Lucy LePeau on a University in North Carolina, USA, made this study based 

on the interest of understanding the relation between religion, spirituality and identity. The 

article describes the processes in which pupil’s identity development is influenced by 

spirituality or linked to religion (LePeau, 2007:187). Some religions do not see homosexuality 

as a sin, but it is the practice itself that opposes the values of religion. This contributes to an 

inner struggle for individuals who do not belong to the heteronormative society. Distinction is 

made between religion and spirituality, where it is first described as a doctrine while others 

want to capture authenticity, meaningfulness and comprehensiveness. Questions in the study 

include: "What do faith traditions and personal spirituality have to do with diversity of sexual 

orientation and gender identity? (…) Is gay marriage a political, social, personal, religious or 

legal issue?" (Ibid:187). The result revealed that there was lack of dialogues about 

homosexuality during the pupils’ childhood and that they therefore never put homosexuality 

in religious or spiritual contexts. Because the social phenomenon was not normative for these 

individuals, they felt the subject was difficult to discuss in class and was not comfortable to 

analyse the phenomenon associated with religion (Ibid:189). When it was proved difficult for 

the students to talk about homosexuality, the assistant Dean tried to create so-called "non-

judgmental" occasions where the subject was discussed and thoughts exchanged. Perspectives 
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from outside individuals who have experience in the subject told their stories, and they 

identified different religions and spiritualties (Ibid:191).  

The result from this last article shows that norms is founded in the childhood, and lack of 

access to a specific social phenomenon makes it is difficult to look at deviant behaviour or 

identities as normal or equal. The study is relevant because it has many factors from which 

the LGBT community can be discussed.  

3. Theoretical and conceptual reference frame 

In this part of our thesis, our theoretical framework is presented, which in the upcoming 

analysis is linked to our collected material. We see these theories as tools for analysing our 

empirical material, and hope they will bring knowledge regarding; the social conditions that 

the organization Young Queer Alliance works under to monitor and secure human rights 

regarding sexual discrimination in Mauritius today, current opportunities and difficulties they 

believe they are having and how they perceive their future. Selected theories are Foucault´s 

power, knowledge and governance, Jönhill´s dichotomies inclusion and exclusion and the 

concept social mobilization. 

3.1. Michel Foucault - Power, knowledge and governance 

Foucault talks about power, which through knowledge develops control and regulation. 

(Foucault, 2008:181f). In a specific context, the social dependence of current discourse 

consists of social interactions and is based on what is said and what is not said, behaviour 

patterns and attitudes of how the world is concerned. If two different attitudes within a 

discourse are expressed conflicts may arise where power and counter power fight about 

which discourse will dominate the field. Discourses are conveyed through language and 

govern the society through power and control. It is this battlefield Foucault calls; discourse 

struggle (Ibid). The best interests of the society should characterize the government in 

general, which implies law enforcement, governance based on the welfare of the population, 

improvement of living conditions, life expectancy and health. It is for the populations best 

government should govern society, and then determining social systems, citizens' control of 

actions and wealth creation. The best interests of the citizens mean obedience to the law, 

which means the people must be subject to sovereignty, either the state or God (Ibid:192f, 

198ff). Foucault insists that power is no longer politically or legally, but has since the 18th 

century been about sexuality and gender policy. The control of sexual discourse is a part of 
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the power of the government to discipline, monitor and justify the act by so-called knowledge 

in which individuals will be corrected in terms of what fits the discourse in the specific 

context (Ibid:216). Individuals are internalized into the discursive behaviours of control by 

the government. According to the authorities, these behaviours and related attitudes are to be 

regulated and categorized by society. Individuals must be seen by the government to be of 

importance to the political commitments made and these individuals need to add something 

positive to the political issue involved, as the primary purpose of the government is to grow 

strong and expand, Foucault says (Ibid:298f). 

3.2. Jan Inge Jönhill - Inclusion and Exclusion 

To discriminate means to distinguish, a process done through social interactions and is used 

primarily of treating similar cases differently (Jönhill 2012:174). With focus on the 

dichotomy inclusion and exclusion Jönhill argues that we can gain a deeper understanding of 

processes between being included in or excluded from different parts of society’s functional 

systems (Ibid:9). To be included in our global and multicultural society today can in 

analytical terms be explained as being relevant to a specific system through membership. 

This is crucial to our survival and in cases where we do not gain access there is usually a 

hope of becoming a member over time (Ibid:41, 166). It is important to keep in mind that 

exclusion in all aspects does not necessarily have to be socially problematic. As a citizen, for 

example, the privilege of being part of the society in general is expected. However, if an 

individual, despite good reasons, is not included as an act of discrimination, it is no longer an 

individual problem but a social problem for the society in general (Ibid:9). The dichotomy 

therefore requires an on-going process for the individual between being included or excluded, 

and according to Jönhill the difference is always about an individual's communication 

potential or lack thereof (Ibid:20, 52). He further argues that society as a communicative 

system and its operating subsystems seem to be inclusive, while organizations such as 

workplaces or universities for example, operates against our normal expectations exclusively 

(Ibid:193). Jönhill describes these organizations as the only actors that can act collectively, 

but also discriminate individuals or groups based on ethnicity, gender or sexuality among 

others. Through laws the society in general can try to prevent this kind of organizational 

discrimination, but the organizations can circumvent these decisions to make the 

discrimination "fair” for their own advantage to continue excluding specific individuals or 

groups (Ibid:83f). The causal context of various barriers to discrimination, inclusion or 

exclusion is complex. One possible explanation is that we have to do deal with a society, 
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which represents a global unity, and at the same time represents cultural diversity of social 

networks and features, where inclusion often requires homogeneity (Ibid:23, 111). 

3.3. Social mobilization 

A group of social workers operating for a common change is a method of influencing social 

problems that together can develop thoughts and strategies of change work (Sundh & 

Turunen, 2000:14f). Safeguarding interests and influencing current power structures for 

changing living conditions is stronger for organized groups than for a single individual 

(Ibid:202). The main factor required for a group to mobilize for change work is primarily a 

feeling, an experience and awareness of crisis about a social problem that needs to be 

changed. Members of a mobilized group need to feel hope that opportunities for an improved 

future is possible, which can result in motivation to work towards the visions they want to 

achieve. This kind of group works to promote community issues and often face oppressed, 

discriminated or mentally stressed individuals and try to change their existence for a more 

equal society. These groups often end up in conflicts between an authority, politician or other 

government organization but these conflicts can, in turn, be used as change strategies. The 

conflicts are beneficial as it develops both the relationship with the other parties, but also 

strengthens and broadens the positions within the group (Ibid:223). Furthermore, the authors 

write that the individual and/or the group should want this change so much that there is 

something personal to sacrifice. Resistance and power symbolize social mobilizations and 

emanate in solidarity and common symbols. As a result, a sense of meaningfulness is often 

formed (Ibid:216). 

3.4. The transition and connection between methodology and theory application 

There is a connection between theory and method. Elin Lundin (Sjöberg & Wästerfors, 

2008:85) writes about the art of finding right theory and believes that in the choice of a 

studies methodology, theory application has already begun. She argues that method and 

theory should be read together and not separated since a phenomenon is always theoretically 

determined. The relationship between method and theory is therefore important; it is with help 

of the theory the empirical material reaches the utmost and deepest understanding through 

interpretation (Ibid:f, 90).  
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4. Method 

The presentation of the method is intended to show which tools we have used in our gathering 

of our empirical material. In this chapter we also define our selection, approach and 

perception with a critical method reflection in the end. Our main question is seeking an 

understanding about the social conditions that the organization Young Queer Alliance works 

under to monitor and secure human rights regarding sexual discrimination in Mauritius today.  

4.1. Choice of method 

When a study seeks an understanding it qualifies to become a qualitative study, which means 

to interpret the life of the informant (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2008:193, 196). A goal in 

qualitative research is to gain deeper insight into a phenomenon that affects people and 

situations in its social reality (Ahrne & Svensson, 2014:10). Interpretation and reflection 

includes two aspects in a qualitative study categorized by openness and reflexivity. The first 

one, interpretation, is regarded as the centre of research and requires control and critically 

reviewed facts and the use and power of language. The second aspect, reflection, focuses on 

the researcher as a person, society in general and traditions that exist in the current context. It 

is in these processes proper interpretation and reflection achieves quality and importance 

(Ibid:20).  

 

The term qualitative methods can be described as a contrast to quantitative methods, 

especially when it comes to practical work, i.e. how empirical material is collected, how it is 

analysed and the role the researcher have during the research process (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 

2008:196f). Using the qualitative approach, the researcher can describe social interaction, 

how power is exercised, how decisions are made or why people protests. That is, discovering 

patterns and setting standards and values in a context in a completely different way than 

quantitative methods can (Ibid:14). On the other hand, quantitative methods do not reach the 

mental world of the individual in the same way but can explain a variety of a phenomenon, 

such as statistics and other measureable differences. A quantitative method can generalize to 

a greater extent and can find numbers comparable to other studies, which contributes to 

research that can develop explanations about the phenomenon being investigated (Ibid:12, 

28). However, qualitative methods are still highly relevant as research method when it is 

necessary to discover the different social mechanisms of society (Ibid:14f).  
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4.2. Method approach 

Hermeneutics, the teaching of interpretation, means that the meaning of a part can only be 

understood if it is linked with other parts that together forms an unity. The entire research of 

incoming interpretation patterns, text analysis and dialogue should therefore be traversed by 

an understanding process characterized by the interaction between the two hermeneutical 

circles: the part and the unity and between perception and understanding (Alvesson & 

Sköldberg 2008:193, 211). As an approach, the interpretive subject is in focus to understand 

the social reality, with an interest in how people know things and how they know things 

together with others. With this approach the researcher can transcribe, code and analyse 

collected material (Sjöberg & Wästerfors 2008:102). 

 

With a hermeneutic approach openness to new perspectives is central, or else the result easily 

becomes a verification of a thesis than a new approach of the study in general (Ibid:111). To 

interpret the respondents' statements means that the researcher interprets someone else's 

interpretation, which is called double hermeneutics and is reflexive. This is important for the 

researcher to be aware of (Gilje & Grimen, 2007:175f). Researchers who perform qualitative 

studies cannot approach a problem objectively but have their predictions and perception, 

whether they are defined, unconscious or conscious. The researcher can never interfere with 

someone else's mental world. Therefore the perception should not prevent the way for new 

discoveries for the research (Sjöberg & Wästerfors, 2008:102, 111).  

4.3. Method selection 

4.3.1. Participatory observation as a method 

Observation is usually a dimension that is performed mainly during longer research. 

However, the degree of observation may vary depending on the projects and phases of the 

research and can be conducted in various ways: hidden/open/passive participation and full-

time/part-time/partial. Observations happen via direct contact between the researcher and the 

respondent and aim to result in a deeper understanding (Ahrne & Svensson 2014:88). Our 

study mainly consisted of interviews but as we found ourselves in the same environment as 

the organization and were most likely to interact with them in addition to the interview 

situations, we also chose to observe the organization's everyday work when given the 

opportunity. As the degree of participation may vary from different projects, we choose to 

call our participation for a “variation of participatory observation on a single occasion”. It is a 

kind of participation and observation of everyday work. 
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4.3.2. Interview as a method 

Interview as a qualitative research method is used to provide appropriate and descriptive 

information on how people experience different parts of their life situations through insight 

into personal experiences, thoughts and feelings (Dalen, 2011:9). The respondents' own 

stories forms the essence of the material and the basis for interpretation and analysis, which 

links us to the hermeneutical approach (Ahrne & Svensson, 2014:41, 118). The management 

of the perception is central and must be put aside for the opportunity for a new understanding 

of the respondents’ stories to find a deeper meaning (Ibid:13). A qualitative interview is built 

on general principles for implementing an empirical survey through an interview guide 

(Ibid:31). An interview guide with a thematic open structure should ignore the studies 

theories (Ibid:f).  

 

With a thematic open structure in our interview guide, we had a number of written questions 

that we asked, but also had the opportunity to ask supplementary questions, as we could not 

predict the respondents’ answers in advance. The main reason for the chosen structure was 

that we as researchers constantly searched to develop our understanding of the social 

conditions YQA works under in Mauritius today.  

4.4. Selection 

There are two main ways to achieve the selection for a study. One is a probability selection 

and means that each individual in the population should have a chance greater than 0 to 

participate in the study. The second way is a non-probability selection and means that the 

selection must meet certain criteria in order to participate in the study and therefore will not 

be randomly selected (Körner, 2012:35ff). When working with organizations it is usually a 

non-probability selection of informants through a two-stage selection, which means that the 

researcher first selects an organization and collaborates with an organizational officer who 

then selects relevant informants to the study since that person has access to the field (Ahrne 

& Svensson 2014:42). This person is a so-called gatekeeper and the term is mainly used in 

ethnography whose main task is to act as a "concierge" and has the social network required 

for informants to find interest in participating in a research (Ibid:95). 

 

Because our issue concerns the organization YQA, with a purpose to understand the social 

conditions that affect the organization Young Queer Alliance and their work to monitor and 

secure human rights in their current social circumstances regarding sexual discrimination, and 
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also to see if Young Queer Alliance had opportunities to change towards a more socially 

sustainable society, we chose to assume a non-probability selection. We established contact 

with the organization's project manager, who also became our gatekeeper, who selected 

people for our interviews.  

4.5. Validity and reliability 

A study is valid when it measures what the researcher wants to measure and high validity is 

achieved by operationalizing important concepts. Validity within a qualitative study means 

that the observations are consistent with the concepts designed for the study, and that the 

result is generalizable in other environments. Reliability means that the study can be repeated 

and can give the same result again. This term is most used in quantitative research, but 

translated into qualitative terms; it means that the information is interpreted correctly by the 

researcher (Eliasson, 2013:14ff).  

 

Our study was based on a hermeneutic qualitative method, which explains that interpretation 

and reflection were in focus and that our role as researchers was central. Our perception was 

ignored when creating the interview guide but played a part in the interpretation of the 

respondents' information, our reflection and environmental description. This means the study 

does not have high reliability because the respondents' subjective experiences of their current 

situation are changing over time. We also believe other researchers may not have the exact 

same perception as we had. Our reflection and interpretation of our empirical material was 

based on our perception and our observations and therefore other researchers will not have the 

exact same basis in their study like us. The validity is revealed in the reflection further down 

in the thesis. 

4.6. Analysis method 

When a study is hermeneutic it is important to be aware that the respondents already have 

interpreted something that the researcher later revises and describes according to their own 

interpretations, predictions and values, i.e. double hermeneutics. However, it is important to 

note that nothing the researcher can learn from is neutral either from the respondent or himself 

(Kvale and Brinkman, 2014: 198f). The collected empirical material has to be transcribed and 

encoded. The coding shall identify initial themes, be reviewed, and revised in order to 

highlight new discovered key words besides those written in the interview guide. The themes 

are based on the sociological theories from which the study is based, giving the interviews 

and participatory observation an opinion. The concentration of opinion that is based on the 
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coding made by the empirical material summarizes the shorter quotes produced from the 

transcription (Ibid: 242f, 249). This was how we proceeded when we analysed our empirical 

material and also had the above-mentioned double hermeneutics regarding interpretation and 

reflection in mind during the process. 

4.7. Ethics 

Ethics entails human welfare should be given priority over the needs of science. Fundamental 

to research is that it can only be approved if it is done with respect for human dignity and 

accounting human rights and its fundamental freedoms (Ahrne & Svensson, 2014:31). This 

implies that the respondents in a study should be informed of what the study aims to. Data 

must be handled confidentially in such a way that third parties cannot identify the 

respondents. Other ethical aspects according to the authors are; thematization which consider 

the purpose of the interview, if it improves the human situation in society, and how it is 

sociologically interesting and confidentiality which is extremely important where the written 

text should be loyal to the oral statements of the respondents. In the analysis the respondent 

should be able to influence how the researcher writes quotes in the text. Regarding 

verification the researcher is required to secure and legitimate knowledge (Kvale & 

Brinkman, 2014:99f). This is the ethics we relied on through our study, however, we have 

chosen to mention the name of the organization in the text upon the organization's own 

request. On the other hand, we have chosen not to mention who says what in the result since 

this violates the confidentiality and we do not see the relevance of the individual's opinions 

when the focus of this study is at an organizational level. 

4.8. Course of action 

Since the first semester of our program in 2014, we, Sandra and Cecilia, had a vision to 

gather empirical material for our bachelor thesis abroad, far away from the Sweden, partly to 

discover non-western social problems, but also to gain new perspectives about our own 

Swedish society. With a shared interest regarding social sustainability and subjects that 

tackles questions concerning LGBT, we chose to dig deeper into the subject in a country that 

at first was unknown for us, Mauritius. We started the process of the study by gathering 

information from the Swedish Governments website about United Nations and the country's 

own reports on human rights, which highlighted that discrimination occurs against non-

heterosexual orientations in the country today. The country itself acknowledges that 

discrimination occurs and we felt it was interesting to continue studying this social 

phenomenon since discrimination is not socially sustainable. We came across a relatively new 
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NGO-organization, Young Queer Alliance that immediately caught our attention trying to 

change the rights for LGBT people in Mauritius. We e-mailed information about our program 

and our interest in collaborating with them, and was quickly assigned to the project manager 

of the organization, our gatekeeper, who after an on-going conversation took on the 

assignment of gathering respondents for us.  

 

We decided to wait with our theories and parts of our earlier research till after the trip when 

the empirical material was collected since we were not familiar with the social environment 

of Mauritius. We also did not want our perception to affect the study's course. We were in the 

country for three weeks, and booked the interviews once in place. The interviews were 

conducted in different places according to the respondents' needs, and they were very 

accommodating and flexible. We also needed to be flexible in a foreign environment due to 

the interviews that sometimes were postponed. We also received an invitation of attending a 

meeting between the organization and US embassy that would be held in our second week in 

Mauritius, which we appreciated and participated in. When we had done our seven interviews 

and attended the meeting, we felt at ease and took a few days to let the information sink in, 

started to look for relevant theories and previous research. Back home in Sweden we have 

processed, transcribed and encoded our interviews to compile these in a result. A decision 

taken during the trip was that our thesis should be written in English and not in Swedish, so 

that YQA could use it for further development. 

4.9. Method reflection 

A challenge for us as researchers was that we confined ourselves to a world already 

interpreted by the members of YQA, when reconstructing its interpretations into a social 

science language. We therefore had to be reflexive and critical taking into consideration how 

different linguistic, social, political and theoretical elements are intertwined. The choice of 

our respondents was dependent on our gatekeeper. We are aware that this option may have 

negative consequences for the result, as the risk is that the research will not be sufficiently 

versatile when our informants are predetermined. However, we perceived that our 

gatekeeper's choice of respondents was based on genuine grounds without ulterior motive 

since the respondents participated on their own initiative after the request of the gatekeeper. 

Afterwards, we would have liked participating in more to meetings, since our “variation of 

participatory observation on a single occasion” gave us a lot of information, but we were time 

bounded. Since the interviews were in English, which were neither the respondents nor our 
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native language, interpretation difficulties may have occurred, but we have done our utmost to 

ensure translation and interpretation have been correct.  

5. Result 

In this part of the thesis we will present our empirical material. We will not use the 

respondents' name, which position they have in the organization, nor will gender, religion or 

sexual orientation be published. We have respondents who identify themselves as 

heterosexuals or with the LGBT community, who has different backgrounds and beliefs, both 

religious and atheists. In the first section we will describe our meeting between YQA and the 

US embassy. In the second section we will continue the result by summarising what was said 

during the interviews, which is divided into different layers. All of the quotes in the result are 

from our respondents.  

5.1. Cooperation with the US embassy 

In this first section we will present the results of our “variation of participatory observation on 

a single occasion”. During the meeting, held by the organization together with visiting 

members from the US embassy, we did not ask questions but only noted what was said 

between them.  

 

In the staggering heat of a small society far from Mauritius' capital Port Louis, we were given 

the opportunity to join a meeting between the organization YQA and the US embassy. A 

fence in disrepair, with a padlock similar to those we recognize from our gym in Sweden, a 

house lined up with the organization's local. The room was scaled off with a desk, a bookshelf 

with literature about LGBT communities and Queer theories, a dining table with associated 

chairs and lots of plastic chairs for events. The walls were decorated with colourful paintings 

that were drawn during workshops and activities with cheering words for continued work of 

change for YQA.  

 

During the meeting with the US embassy we greeted by kissing by cheeks, which, despite our 

two weeks in the country, was still a bit odd in relation to our more distant handshakes used in 

Sweden. The atmosphere was expectative and YQA had a lot to tell the US embassy partner. 

They were eager in their explanations, and they showed a passionate interest for social 

change.  
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The meeting began with questions concerning the emergency shelter that YQA has for people 

who get thrown out of their home because of their sexual orientation. Members of the 

organization help these individuals by buying clothes, looking for jobs and future apartments 

among other things. YQA wants to help young individuals to become independent and to get 

into the society, and believe that in line with the new generation, this will happen. Although 

the shelter has only been used once, the success for them does not depend on the numbers of 

users but rather on how they handled the situation with that one person who was there. In 

terms of political aspects the US embassy asked if the main goal was to legalize equal 

marriage, and YQA answered that it is one of their the goals, but they are aware that the road 

is long. Working to reduce the homophobic hate and the problems that are included is also 

one of the main goals. The meeting ended with a feeling we interpreted by glow and 

expectation of the participating members. We also felt hopeful for YQA's future and were 

pleased that they have partners from other parts of the world who are willing to help them for 

a more equal future. 

 

5.2. The organization  

This is the second part in the result, and from now on, the result will be a summery from the 

interviews that took place in different areas in Mauritius. The members’ reasons behind the 

involvement in the organization were many and varied from person to person. The common 

reason seems to be belief that everyone deserves to be happy and should be entitled to the 

same conditions regardless of sexual orientation, gender identity and gender expression. 

When we asked about the YQA group constellation, the energy was high, which we 

interpreted as pride of representing their organization. The respondents tended to describe the 
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group constellation in the organization and their division of labour pretty much the same. The 

organization consists of a hierarchy with a president on top; under him are the vice president, 

then secretaries, treasurers, peer educators, coordinators, psychologist, board members and 

active members. Everyone seems to play a big part and no one is more important than the 

other. They also pointed out that YQA is democratic where every opinion counts and the 

votes in elections are anonymous.  

5.3. Current situation  

5.3.1. The necessity of existence 

One of the first views we acknowledged from Mauritius was its flourishing nature and 

multicultural society where everyone seemed to be welcome. As a complementary 

observation we spoke to taxi drivers and waitresses about the country and we saw pride in 

their eyes when explaining that no terror exists and low crime prevails as a result of all 

groups living in peace. However, it was not the culture or the beautiful environment with the 

most turquoise water or the colourful birds we were there to study. In the beginning of the 

interviews, we asked the respondents why they consider their organization is needed in 

Mauritius today. What we were told gave us a "backside" of the country.  

 

One of the main reasons to start an organization that focuses on LGBT youth, in the age of 

15-30, was because young people who identifies themselves with the LGBT-community can 

get victimized in terms of discrimination and stigmatization (their own definition), and do not 

always know where to turn for emotional or sexual orientation-support. The clear majority of 

our respondents said the organization also has a practical importance. The youngsters, as the 

respondents call them, need a safe place to be, to discuss and to feel a sense of belonging. The 

first trouble these youngsters face is that they have to fight within themselves to accept their 

sexuality, the second trouble is that they have to be honest and talk to their parents and 

propinquity. Due to their sexual orientation, some of these individuals can be beaten or get 

thrown out of their home by their parents, and then they will need somewhere to go, the 

respondents say. On top of that, the LGBT-community is considered to be a minority in the 

society and is therefore not being taken in consideration in the political arena, according to 

the respondents. One of the respondents claimed that this is because of the general state of 

mind in society, and due to the fact that Mauritius is a small island, the change of the 

mentality will take years, they say.  
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“I find it unfortunate in human nature, if something is not going according to what's 

normal, they tend to react in a very hateful way (…) History has proven that anybody 

who thinks outside the box gets stigmatized in one way or another (…) Everyone has a 

right to be accepted, be independent of your gender, religion or ethnic. Everybody 

deserves to be happy.” 

 

In addition, the youth does not have a place in the politics, the respondents say. YQA primary 

focus at the time being is therefore to be available for the youth by working as social change 

makers by being ground workers. They do this by working closely with the youth, reaching 

out to them by offering empowerment-education, informing about sex, distributing condoms, 

providing legal advice, provide safe space and most importantly to provide opportunities for 

straight and homosexuals to interact with each other through different workshops and 

activities. YQA ultimate goal is to lead the youth, and in the future bring social change 

towards equality in general by continuing the fight on the political arena working towards the 

legislation making same sex legal amongst others. One of the respondents therefore added 

that YQA is “providing service for the youth, structured for the youth, but not limited to the 

youth.”  

5.3.2. Religion  

When explaining the social aspects of Mauritius, many of the respondents addressed the fact 

that Mauritius is a modern developed country, but ended up adding Mauritius at the same time 

is a very conservative island, which reflects on the society at large.  

 

“We try to call us a modern country, but we are backwards.”  

 

“We are tropical island good, multicultural island, good. What does that mean? We have 

all religions combined. Christian, Hindu, Tamil, Muslims, Chinese, it’s a mixed 

population. So the first thing that is difficult to deal with is religion. You can't go against 

it.” 

 

Another aspect that strengthened these quotes was a story about a person who was personally 

attacked and expelled from a religious group. This person, who at the time was working with 

the kids of this group, explained to them why a girl could be in a relationship with another girl 

since that question had been raised. Later on, the parents from the religious group came to this 

person's home, accused of working for the devil and yelled, “You can't come and put evil 
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things in little kids minds”. This respondent means that YQA as an organization is needed due 

to this kind of mentality and added that a LGBT person cannot be evil just because a book 

(Bible, Koran etc.) says so and therefore religious people are the ones who need to be 

especially targeted. A complementary quote from another respondent sounded like: 

 

“I feel that the population has to change their mind-set about LGBT-people. I don't want 

them to look at us as freaks we want to be equal. (…) The fact that I have the right to be 

happy. A lot of people follow rules, my question is: Why do we follow the rules when it 

makes people unhappy? When does the religion say its bad? They say that it's against 

nature, go and get yourself educated, more than 1500 animal species are gay?” 

5.3.3. Family 

Almost all of the respondents described Mauritius as a conservative, orthodox and traditional 

country where other sexual orientations than the heterosexual is considered a taboo. The 

biggest religions and cultures are Hinduism, Islam, Tamil and Christianity, whose values 

according to respondents have a tremendous impact on the society. The respondents believe 

this is why most of the young people feel it difficult to talk to their families about their 

“different” sexual orientation. Together with religion and tradition, inheritance and 

expectations has a major role, they say.  

 

“Almost all the time, it's about heritage. It falls on the material stuff; values of family 

pass on through generation to generation. The thing with a gay child: you can't produce 

me. Everything is fucked up, what will you do? Adopt a stranger? Mother: I did so much; 

I build a huge house for you. I sacrificed myself for you, and this is how you repay me?” 

 

The respondents input that already from birth, parent’s starts to discuss and plan the child's 

life, their schooling, career, marriage and forthcoming fertility. The respondent discloses that 

some youngsters get crushed when they have to break the expectations of their parents. The 

majority of the respondents also mentions the dominating mentality of “fearing others 

opinions” as an issue. Even if parents accept the fact that their child is “different” they get 

nervous about what other people might say if they knew.  

5.3.4. Society 

When we asked about the biggest issues the LGBT community deals with in terms of 

harassment and discrimination, the respondents explained that the issues differs depending on 

which sexual oriented group a person identifies with. We noticed it was important for some of 
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the respondents to distinguish each LGBT situation apart to give us a bigger understanding, 

which is why we divided it in the text below.  

 

L - Lesbian 

According to our respondents the society does not seem to look at homosexual women and 

men the same. They think it is because homosexuality between girls is more accepted in the 

Mauritian society. One of the respondents claimed that two girls holding hands is not an issue, 

it is rather common in Mauritius, even if it is just on a friendly level. However, the majority 

also believed that if lesbians openly show their love and affection for one another in public, or 

act more masculine, verbal abuse on the streets is still possible but not in the same extent as 

for the homosexual men. 

 

G - Gay 

Some of the respondents pointed out that a man showing a more feminine side could be 

dangerous since men are expected to act masculine due to the macho culture in Mauritius. We 

were told a story about a male gay student who got bullied throughout school from a very 

young age up to college just because he, according to others in his surrounding, was showing 

a more feminine side. This person got groped on just to see if he liked it, got books thrown in 

the head, got his hair burned and was even found in a situation where he almost got run over 

by a car. The student tried to report these events to the principal, but he did not inform the 

student's parents or the police. Instead, the student was told to stay quiet. Here we had to take 

a short break since the story affected us very much. 

 

According to other respondents, two men holding hands in public can be an issue sometimes. 

However, some of the respondents do not care about what other people think. Here is an 

example: 

 

“I am open, I don't hesitate to hold hands in city. For them (the others in society) it 

becomes awkward. First it was hard. (…) Now I feel okay with it. I have a right as 

everybody has. I have voted so I guess I have a right as everybody else.” 

 

B - Bisexual 

The bisexuals’ situation is more complicated in other aspects, they say. According to the 

respondents the bisexuals are difficult to find, which is because they have the overhand to 

”choose” if they want to be identified as LGBT or heterosexual. In addition, there is no 
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strictly bisexual organization in Mauritius who works for their struggles in particular, the 

respondents say. When explaining their situation one of the respondents said that: 

 

“Nobody knows where they are. Because it's already difficult to be accepted, they are the 

one who has the ability to choose (...) in some ways, control over it.  They prefer to stay 

in a heterosexual relationship, and sometimes have a hook-up (...) they feel that they need 

to protect their identity (...) they are the ones that really have the choice to be seen as a 

gay or hetero.”  

 

T - Transgender 

A sad facial expression was found by one of the respondents when explaining the 

transsexual's position in the Mauritian society today. The transgender are the ones who suffer 

the most in the society, according to our respondents, and they are also the ones who have to 

endure violence, both physical and mental. They are known for being sexworkers where they 

are at risk for physical abuse, the respondents say. It is hard for them to get a job, and it starts 

by the time they send their resume to workplaces. The person looks like a woman in the 

picture, but has a male name since they identify themselves with the opposite sex, according 

to our respondents. In terms of education, the transsexuals are also the ones who do not 

complete college in the biggest extent. This is because most of the colleges in Mauritius are 

divided between girls and boys. These same-sex collages are the most unfriendly and non-

accepting environments against LGBT students, especially for transgender, the respondents 

say. 

 

When it comes to accessing the public services, one respondent said that it is “available for all 

but not accessible for all” and shared a case where a transgender in need did not get help at 

the hospital fast enough. He had to wait an unusually long time, were asked unnecessary 

questions and later died because of that wait. The newspaper did not mention that he was 

transgender, the respondent ads. Another discriminatory incident we heard about was when a 

transsexual peer educator, who at the time was working with distributing condoms, were 

taken in by the police and had to take off her clothes at the station to show what "real" gender 

this person had. This was because the picture on the ID did not match the way she was 

dressed. Again, we had to take a short break since we were touched by the terrible incidents of 

the story.  
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Overall, discrimination and sexual harassment on the streets, in school and in workplaces 

should be reported since it is against the law, but due to victim shaming and fear of not being 

believed the victims in most cases chooses not to. The police, the law and the government are 

not on our side anyway, the respondents say.  

 

One of our respondents argued about the fact that it is not a choice to identify with a sexual 

orientation or sexual identity, however to be homophobic is. The respondent continued by 

arguing that it is the mentality in society that has to change, and if a person does not know 

another person he or she does not have the right to judge. 

 

“At the end of the day you choose to hate, claustrophobia is a phobia, homophobia is not. 

It's a choice. You are choosing to hate someone because you don't accept them.”  

 

The respondents said that there is a barrier that is built on the idea that LGBT-people are 

crazy, but if you can reach out, and step out of the barrier, perhaps the mentality could change 

by providing sex-education in school. The problem in the society is more about not knowing, 

“I want the people to have access to appropriate information”. The respondents define this as 

lack of knowledge and calls it a “not-knowing-mentality”.  

 

The respondents also highlighted that in Mauritius there is no curriculum in the schools that 

provides sex education or teachings about sexual orientations, alternative relations or family 

constructions. YQA wants to inform young people about such subjects, introducing a 

vocabulary containing both sex education but also LGBT-definitions for a more open and 

more respecting future. They mean that the people are exposed and brainwashed with wrong 

information. The homophobia brings negative attitudes that flourish in the society, they say. 

5.3.5. Government 

During each interview we asked about the government, and the tone became more intense 

from most of our respondents. We immediately noticed the organization meets resistance 

here. In an interview, which took place in a small cafe by the water, with the sun standing 

high in the sky, it was hard to understand how such a beautiful country does not have as 

beautiful and humane values for everyone in Mauritius today. We were stunned when the 

respondents told us about the government's lack of support. In order to establish an NGO 

organization, it must first be recognized by the government. YQA had therefore a tough start, 
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but told us that they were eager and resistant and after a while received currency for their 

patience. 

 

We noticed that there was one aspect in particular they wanted to tackle since it was a subject 

they tended to get back to often. According to them, the law is not on their side, and there are 

no general laws that secure the same privileges, except for the work related one, for LGBT as 

for the heterosexuals in Mauritius. Before there was an opening in the law that said that 

marriage is between two individuals. That law did not define which two individuals would be 

included in a marriage and YQA saw a platform to work on for an Equal Marriage Act. After 

this, in which the organization believed would be in their favour, the government specified the 

Marriage Act and later defined: the marriage is between a man and a woman. Due to this 

event the respondents say that there is no "idea" to try to influence politicians at this moment. 

When the setbacks are more common than the successes, we interpret this as if the motivation 

sometimes reduces. In spite of the setbacks on the political level, the respondents believe that 

if a group of individuals like YQA has the ability to merge together and work for human 

rights in society, the remaining social actors who can affect the country in a larger scale 

should do the same, “If YQA can do it, so could everyone”.  

5.4. Where are they now? 

The following part describes the opportunities and the difficulties the respondents feel they 

have today.   

5.4.1. The organization's opportunities 

The respondents address two main opportunities in their work. The first one is the youth and 

their mentality, which according to the respondents can work as a platform for changing the 

future norms in the society. They continuing by saying that Mauritius younger population are 

more accepting, and they believe it is because they are more exposed than the older 

population. They have access to Internet where they have international role models to follow. 

They see how human rights affect other countries and as these youngsters get older, the 

mentality is slowly going to change their hope. “Ellen DeGeneres is very known in Mauritius, 

and the fact that she is a lesbian gives the community a much more reassurance that 

something will happen but we have to wait.”  

 

“I see that people are changing, mostly teenagers (…) because the new generation is 

growing with a new mind-set and mentality. Each generation has a their own mind ship.” 
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The second opportunity is the donors and cooperation with other organizations that work 

within human rights. There is a lot of help from international organizations both physical and 

financial. For example there is cooperation with the US- and Canadian-embassies. The 

donation goes to payment for the rent of the organizations office. For now, the office is just a 

temporary place, they say. The fact that they nowadays have an office is a step in the right 

direction, and they hope to expand it and make it more secure.  

5.4.2. The organization's difficulties 

The majority of our respondents have especially pointed out the problem with the office 

location, its lack of security and the neighbourhood’s repeated attacks. Their neighbours’ 

looks down on YQA work as homophobia characterize large parts of society, they say. For 

example, the neighbours have reported YQA to the town council just to get rid of them. 

According to our respondents these neighbours claim that YQA are doing illegal activities, 

and one of the members has even gotten a death threat on the Internet. They say that the 

constant and stressful issue is therefore, “Where will we go?” Help from government is not an 

option; they cannot stand up for LGBT-rights because they will not get enough votes in the 

next election.  

 

“Every time we want help from the government, it is hard because the government is 

against it (LGBT). The people are old minded, old school people. Not accepting the 

change. It's not like they are growing, they want to stay old school, and they don't want to 

listen to the voices of the youth.” 

 

When the Mauritius government signed against to legalise marriage between homosexuals 

YQA send letters to the president, to the political opposition and the prime minister of 

education but none of them responded to them. The politicians told YQA they would get back 

to them, but they have not, the respondents say. Furthermore, YQA wants to educate and 

inform the youth about alternative relationships and how adolescence will change their bodies 

and that it is normal with curiosity to try new things related to sex, but that the security must 

go first. This is a huge focus for YQA because they have a lot of problems with HIV/AIDS 

and they therefore want to inform people about how sexual diseases are transmitted. However, 

the government are stopping them from educating in school.  

 

The next quote tends to show one more difficulty concerning the laws. “(...) Mixtures in India, 

Britain, and they left their laws, we are still using their laws 50 years later”. The laws, which 
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were passed on from Britain to India and later on to Mauritius is still used today, even if the 

laws has changed in Britain and India, conferring to our respondents. 

 

Another struggle that gets mentioned during the interviews is that the LGBT organizations 

that exist in the country are not working together, but are disunited and are working apart. 

One of the respondents feels that it has become a competition regarding which organization is 

best and feels that the organizations need to work together to make a national change. 

5.5. The future 

This last section of the result shares the respondents’ thoughts about the organizations future, 

which factors they believe can work in their favour for a more equal society and what they 

have to do to reach their visions.  

5.5.1. Generational change 

We think it is important to keep in mind that the organization is only three years old. They 

have much to learn and believe that it will become more structured over the years. “It's not 

easy, we will need to fight. I see our future not crumbling, but we need to be stronger and 

fight a lot. If we are not strong we might crumble.” Some mistakes have been made but they 

are still, and will always, be at a stage where they are continually learning how to work 

towards their goals, they say. They want to be more visible and known in the national and 

international scene so they can reach out to more people. They think they can do this by 

networking online on Facebook as an example, and through other social medias, but also by 

showing themselves around schools and in the society overall. For a change in education to 

happen, respondents believe that a political change must take place. “Young people don't have 

a place in the politics. We are not there, just here. Change in politic: someone new who will 

overview our complains not like these old men we have now.” 

 

YQA feels that they need to take the political stand for the youngsters. “The youth is our 

future” was a sentence that appeared a lot during the interviews. The youth is more exposed 

to the international LGBT community because they are using Internet rather than the older 

generation, they say. In the meantime, the youth learn more about the sex education and about 

the LGBT-community this way and with this in mind the respondents hope that the future will 

look different and more equal. 
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Later on, we asked them what they believed need to happen to perceive their future? One 

answers sounded like: “Social revolution? Haha. No. To change mentality is very difficult.” 

The respondent laughed in this quote, but we felt the seriousness of the proposal for the social 

revolution. All respondents were pressing on the need for change of mentality and for a more 

open and respectful society. YQA wants the youngsters they are working with to get accepted 

and not being discriminated based on their sexual orientation, sexual identity or gender 

expression. “These are people, don't treat them as shit”. They do not want the society to look 

at the LGBT-individuals as freaks; they want everybody to be equal.  

 

“Because I don't see myself as a freak, I don't have a third eye, a horn or a tail. I am born 

the same way as everybody else; I am a person not an animal.”  

 

The majority of the respondents state the fact that social change is difficult. Social 

responsibility must come from the society, they say. Different workplaces in the society must 

go together and get involved. If YQA can get help from the authorities they can be able to be 

more visible in the society in general, the respondents say.  

 

“If we could get the support it would be such a great thing. Wider spread, wider 

propaganda, with the future of our organization, (…) make everyone open-minded. Don't 

judge, we have a peaceful society, a paradise island, make Mauritius a paradise for 

everyone.” 

 

The respondents argue that the government must step up and understand what the 

organization is working for. However, they know what they are a Non Governmental 

Organization (NGO), and therefore they do not rely on the governments ability for social 

change, but would appreciate some kind of support and not resistance from the government 

for a more equal society. The organization respects the laws, even if they are discriminatory 

and they understand the government's lack of empathy, but they do not accept it.  

6. Sociological analysis 

Our purpose was to understand the social conditions that affect the organization Young Queer 

Alliance and their work to monitor and secure human rights in their current social 

circumstances regarding sexual orientation, gender identity and gender expression in 

Mauritius today. The aim was also to see if Young Queer Alliance had opportunities to 

change towards a more socially sustainable society regarding sexual discrimination. In this 
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chapter we will analyse our empirical material through Foucault, Jönhill and Sundh & 

Turunen. This we will do together with our chosen concepts from our background. What we 

quickly see is the issues the organization deals with today are complex and multidimensional.  

6.1. Current situation - Power, knowledge and governance 

Foucault (2008) believes discourses consist of social interactions that maintain what is said 

and what is not said, behaviour patterns, and attitudes of how the world is concerned. He 

mentions what happens when different attitudes either meet or collapse within a discourse and 

it is the most influential one that dominates society. Based on the result the sexuality 

discourse seems to be dominated by heteronormative values that form the social conditions 

YQA works under. YQA hopes to reach the influential macro level in order to change this 

social condition in the political arena in their future, and we think they can do through 

visibility and cross-border dialogues. Foucault's theory of power emphasizes the role of the 

state in controlling and regulating citizens' best interests in order to prioritize their living 

conditions and health. Our respondents do not see that governance and regulation prioritize all 

citizens' rights based on the fact the discrimination occurs. We think the respondents’ 

information about the governments consistent choices of not responding to letters, mail and 

conversations may be rational decisions. We interpret, according to our respondents, that there 

has been an opening for some politicians to work for the LGBT community's best. According 

to our respondents the government’s main goal is to control the country in a manner that 

generates the highest number of votes in the next political election. The politicians are old-

minded the respondents say, and YQA believes that the government does not prioritize the 

debate for the LGBT community’s equal rights, as it does not seem to be beneficial. We 

analyse this possible priority as a rational decision to control and keep order in society. 

Rational decisions is a theory, which Foucault describes, and as Himmelstrand (2009) also 

discusses. Our question is then, how can they change the social structures if they do not get a 

chance to have a dialogue with the authorities? In the future YQA want to have access to 

influence education in school, to disclose sexual orientation and the practice of safe sex. If 

they got access to this, Foucault's theory of power where governance and regulation for the 

citizen's best had agreed, we believe sexual orientation and safe sex affect both living 

conditions and health. We consider therefore the lack of access as one of the social conditions 

that YQA is working under. We interpret this social condition as a governmental 

systematically rational decision to exclude YQA by not discussing and changing the situation 
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of LGBT individuals for their own gain. It is therefore difficult for YQA to make a social 

change due to lack of ability to speak up.  

6.2. Opportunities and difficulties - Inclusion and Exclusion 

One of the explanations on why it is difficult for YQA to speak up in the society in general 

can be founded in the heteronormative values that dominate the sexual discourse in the 

society, which may be encoded in the politics, according to our respondents. Based on our 

respondents’ information, we interpret that other sexual orientations than the heteronormative 

may be discriminated and stigmatized as a consequence of the conservative values within 

different religion and culture in Mauritius. When the respondents describe their society as 

backward and traditional, we can see the postmodern secularization and individualization 

processes that globalization entails are held back by the traditional approach. This way of 

thinking has set the mark for our young respondents when we interpret it as looking at the 

older generation as old-fashioned and closing when new thinking is strange, which means that 

non-normative social phenomena can not get a place in the Mauritius society today. We as 

researchers think this process appears when people try to give heterosexuality a universal 

meaning where other sexual orientations than the one between a man and a woman are 

considered to be abnormal or wrong. We mean if sexuality is formed or determined in a 

context, where normality is defined in a way were LGBT is considered to be deviant, bad or 

sinful, it can be devastating depending on how the deviation is treated. In Mauritius there is 

no curriculum in the schools that provides sex education or teachings about sexual 

orientations, alternative relations or family constructions, which reproduces the “not-

knowing-mentality”, according to our respondents. They mean that the people are exposed 

and brainwashed with wrong information. This, they mean, leads to the homophobia, which 

brings negative attitudes to flourish in the society. We analyse this as a social condition 

through the theories of both Foucault (2008) and Jönhill (2012). According to Foucault, a 

dominant discourse has the power of determining over what is right and wrong, which we 

understand from our respondents appears to reproduce from Mauritian ancestors to modern 

families and constitutions. We see that social conditions can be based on traditional social 

norms, which is taught in early age and the lack of education is therefore a huge problem for 

the social norms in the society, we think. Even if the parents accept their LGBT child they are 

scared of what other people think. We see this sexual discourse as a link between power and 

morality where heterosexuality becomes an inherent social norm, something that eventually is 

accepted, seen as obvious and, unfortunately for LGBT community, gets taken for granted.  
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Our interpretation of the empirical material is reinforced by Jönhill's theory where he explains 

that humanity tends to associate with what is similar, in Jönhill’s words: homogeneity. We 

link his explanation to many of the stories we have heard, for example about the transgender 

who died at a hospital, and the homosexual boy who got harassed in school. Jönhill define 

authorities such as hospitals and universities for example, and these actions might be example 

of what Jönhill means when he says that organizations can exclude individuals or groups 

based on their gender or sexuality. Our respondents explained that the issues differ depending 

on which sexual oriented group the person identifies with and these stories are just two 

examples on how the society may handle the “abnormal” which we think is established by the 

dominant sexual discourse. According to Jönhill we believe that individual discrimination 

based on sexual orientation, gender identity and gender expression leads not only to an 

individual exclusion but an exclusion on an organizational level, due to the fact there are more 

than one who gets discriminated based on these terms.  

 

Since there are different religions in the country that may be sharing the same norms about 

sexual orientation the organization meets these social conditions wherever they go according 

to our respondents. The heteronormative values in this sexuality discourse, which are 

reproduced by the government, religions and cultures, are therefore one of the social 

conditions YQA works under to monitor and secure their human rights in Mauritius today.  

6.3. The future - Social mobilization 

Todays problem does not have to be tomorrows concern. Globalization and its cross-border 

dialogues and exchange processes (Therborn, 2012) might change the heteronormative values 

and give Young Queer Alliance an opportunity in their everyday work, we think. The 

organization works under this heteronormative condition with associated values, and the 

respondents’ can break the “not-knowing-mentality” with the cross-border dialogues and 

processes of globalization. To impress the government and change the laws for LGBT equity 

YQA must first go through the society, they believe. How? Through personal social media 

such as YQA website, Facebook and YouTube, they can influence social norms, laws and 

prejudices by spreading the proper knowledge about the LGBT. By being social ground 

workers with focus on the youth YQA can use global strategies in the local community to 

change the social conditions. The respondents also told us that the responsibility must come 
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from the society and it is why they first and foremost want to be more visible in the country at 

large.  

 

How do the organization perceive their future? The work for changing the “not-knowing-

mentality” can through social interactions, both on Internet and in local everyday life be a 

start for a better future. One of their future goals is make the Mauritian people aware of the 

LGBT community and their rights, and therefore want to be visible in the society at large by 

establishing a dialogue with the government, which in present situation seems to be difficult, 

according to our respondents. They perceive the organizations future by saying that “the 

youth is our future”. YQA acts locally by working closely with the youth because they think 

that the youth are more open-minded to social interactions. They believe that the younger 

generations of Mauritius today are more exposed to Internet and information spread 

worldwide than the older generation. Based on the information the respondents have given us 

we believe that globalization and the benefits of technology, that is the Internet, is a tool for 

the organization to: think global, but act local. 

 

Important to note is that this thesis is a current status description and the exclusions above is a 

process in constant motion. The future is changeable and the path from social exclusion to 

inclusion has begun, we believe. According to Sundh and Turunen (2000), motivation for 

change work comes from a shared feeling, a burning interest of improving issues and a hope 

for a better future. As a mobilized group, it is common to face conflicts, according to Sundh 

and Turunen. As mentioned before, the government ignores the organization when they try to 

conduct a dialogue about the country's LGBT situation. They were also reported by their 

neighbours and claimed to do "illegal acts" which were some of the difficulties the 

organization identified. We believe that these conflicts can be transformed into change 

strategies because this resistance reaches new opportunities, contributes to a stronger sense of 

belonging and an intensified desire for continued work. YQA says that if they can stand up for 

the LGBT community, and recruit more people despite the heteronormal values that dominate 

the society, so could anyone, in particular the government. The barrier between YQA and the 

government needs to break, and when this happens they can both gain the ability to speak up 

and work towards a more socially sustainable society.  

 

We interpret the discrimination and exclusion that YQA works under are different forms of 

power and resistance, and we believe, just like the respondents, it can change over time by 
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first the foremost education in school. We do not see this social condition solely as a difficulty 

for YQA. The discrimination limits the organization through exclusion but at the same time it 

allows inclusion through social mobilization processes and strategies. YQA have socially 

mobilized as a result of their organizational exclusion and through their common symbols and 

affection, they are strengthened to continue fighting for social impact and for pursuing their 

work for social change for the LGBT community in Mauritius today.  

 

7. Concluding summary and reflection 

7.1. Reflection  

We, Sandra and Cecilia, believe that individuals who identify with the LGBT community in 

Sweden have greater opportunity to show their non-heteronormal orientation with fewer 

homophobic pursuits than in Mauritius. It is a conclusion we can draw without further 

reflection. However, we cannot claim that Sweden has come to a utopian state where 

homophobia does not occur at all. We know homophobia exists in the Swedish society today, 

but we believe the biggest difference between these countries is the ambition to accommodate 

and promote differences and to offer a welcoming environment with open dialogue between 

groups. In terms of homophobia, we think Swedish people cannot be excused of the "not-

knowing mentality". In Sweden, from childhood we are informed of everyone's equal value 

and human rights. This is a part of the Swedish legal system, which allows individuals to 

report homosexual hate crimes and to make a legal process of possible discrimination. Based 

on the stories of our respondents, we have got the impression that it is handled differently in 

Mauritius, since the majority of the population and the judiciary seem to have greater faith in 

the heteronormative ideal, and therefore the organization and its work are important for the 

living conditions of the LGBT people and their social sustainability. 
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What does the organization create then? They have established both mental and physical 

safety by being available. The mental aspect means that vulnerable LGBT youngsters may 

have someone to exchange their thoughts with, while the physical safety is the actual venue 

where young people always are welcome. Young Queer Alliance challenges heteronormality 

through its mobilization and is counteracted by government and other communities as they 

are seen as exceeding the standards of what is accepted and what is not. The contradiction 

comes from two directions and has ended in what we want to call a form of moment 22. To 

break out of this eternity pattern, we believe just like the organization, that access to sex 

education is the most important factor for a more equal society regarding sexual orientation, 

gender identity and gender expression in Mauritius today. Hwang's earlier research reinforces 

our motivation for the importance of education being the key to a more open-minded 

mentality. Sexual health and its well-being consist of mental and physical health, as well as 

the social norms in the context. Nunn and Bolt's research emphasizes the importance of an 

open mind-set through cross-border dialogues, established through a study where students 

were allowed to wear rainbow shirts and write down thoughts about how they were 

apparently identified with sexualities other than the heterosexual. The result became an 

exterminated barrier where dialogue between the sexualities emerged, and that the perception 

of the stereotypical LGBT person was not as prejudicial. Again, we believe that education is 

one of the primary solutions to structural discrimination and stigma for the LGBT community 

that is taking place in Mauritius today. 

 

The organization is young and this bachelor thesis is, as previously mentioned, a current 

status description. A follow up of the position the organization and the LGBT individuals 

have in the country had been fun, developing and needed and would also be appreciated by 

the organization in question. They are passionate about their work, and believe in an equal 

future. We interpret their ambition and constant networking as motivation comes from within 

them. We connect this to Karltun's study, which explains that change, and genuine motivation 

comes from a personal burning interest. This kind of work is more driving and honest, unlike 

whether a leadership would try to enforce a social change of attitude. The mentality they want 

to change in society is traditionally, conservative and religiously bounded among others 

according to the respondents, and the reason why homosexuality is strange in many religions 

is that the phenomenon has not been discussed during neither childhood or under traditional 

family relationships, we believe. The alternative rainbow family is a topic, which is not 
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discussed by LePeau's students, and we believe that this result can explains the mentality of 

Mauritius where they seem to fear the unknown, the LGBT community. Based on our 

empirical material it seems to be difficult to be open to what is unfamiliar and therefore 

difficult to relate to, which could explain the on-going discrimination of LGBT individuals 

taking place in Mauritius today. The actions that generate discrimination for the LGBT 

community do not need to be conscious, but the consequences can be problematic as it may 

limit the possibilities for certain groups that other groups can take for granted. The 

discrimination is on going, it is happening right now. A change is taking place, but in the 

meanwhile, the victims are still excluded and the consequences do not look out for human 

living conditions or improved health. 

 

We wonder if there are any additional strategies and methods, which can accelerate the 

change process for the socially mobilized organization YQA? How can they change their 

social conditions they are working under, and continue to work to monitor and secure their 

human rights? Based on our result, we see that another social condition is a disagreement 

between the country's LGBT organizations. We believe it is important to destroy these 

barriers to achieve the goals pursued within the LGBT community in Mauritius. Social 

mobilization seems to have a great social impact and is a powerful strategy of influencing 

social problems. It is when individuals merge thoughts and strategies can be discussed and 

developed, we think. It is easier to change society for a group than for an individual, and 

therefore we believe that the opposition is stronger against the government and the pressure 

becomes tougher to resist if all LGBT organizations worked across borders. We also believe 

that pressures from transnational actors; such as UN and others actors in human rights must 

become both more consistent and clear in order for a change to take place. Several years of 

tradition and conservative mentality are nothing that changes over night, but we see that a 

beginning has taken place. Networking through social media can be seen as a beginning 

through impact for young people, above all. A generational shift of an opener character is on-

going. We are hopeful that human values will expand like the assembly line, where someone 

knows someone, which in turn leads to the future of the young generation consisting of 

mutual respect and tolerance towards each other.  

7.2. What could we have done differently?  

After our study, we notice that some parts of Jönhill's theory have been difficult to apply 

when analysing our empirical material. Jönhills definition of organization and ours are not 
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consistent. Jönhill's definition works primarily through exclusionary actions in society and we 

interpret his definition more contextualized, and examples seem to be government, hospitals, 

workplaces and universities. YQA are excluded from legal but also social processes, they 

cannot affect social issues since they do not have access or jurisdiction to these contexts. We 

consider this to be a direct exclusionary act by the government. However, we see that YQA 

appears to acts inclusive and not exclusive. They are trying to recruit individuals from all 

groups in society regardless of sexual orientation, ethnicity or gender, which contradicts 

Jönhills definition of organizations. Thus, based on the exclusive act where the government 

does not open up for conversations, we consider Jönhills dichotomy inclusion/exclusion as 

relevant for our study. In our analysis, we consider we have measured what we want to 

measure and we believe the study could be applied in similar contexts. We therefore believe 

our study has high validity. 

7.3. Concluding summary 

The aim of this bachelor thesis in sociology was to understand the social conditions that 

affect the organization Young Queer Alliance and their work to monitor and secure human 

rights in their current social circumstances regarding sexual orientation, gender identity and 

gender expression in Mauritius today. The aim was also to see if Young Queer Alliance had 

opportunities to change towards a more socially sustainable society regarding sexual 

discrimination. What we have realized is that the social conditions concerning discrimination 

are complex and multidimensional. The government has the legal, political and reproductive 

power of the social norms and laws that are discriminating against the LGBT individuals in 

Mauritius today and is one of the social conditions that YQA is working under. Another 

social condition they work under is that families are affected by a social mentality that leads 

to exclusion for LGBT individuals, which is one of the difficulties the organization has to 

deal with in their everyday work. In society, discrimination differs depending on which 

LGBT orientation an individual identifies with, but today's work for an equal future in all 

orientations is the same for the organization YQA. 

 

The future would be more equal for Young Queer Alliance and they would achieve their 

goals more quickly if pressure came from the UN and transnational actors working for human 

rights, we believe. In order for the social conditions to change in society, education is needed 

for a more open mentality and we believe, like Young Queer Alliance, that it is by 

influencing the young, and the generational change will be the start of all Mauritian 
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individuals being allowed to be with the one they love. They should not have to choose 

between their family and their partner, their gender expressions or their sexual identity. And 

if this choice is a problem on a macro level, should it be seen as a political, social, human, 

religious or legal issue? It is love, not a criminal act. Conflicts in the world can affect people's 

lack of resources, nuclear war or terrorist acts, which we believe makes conflicts of love and 

who are entitled to their respective happiness in this context absurd. To identify yourself with 

LGBT is not a choice, homophobia is. The mentality is based on traditional norms and is 

influenced by history. Our generation cannot change history, but the future is ours to write. 

 

“To be gay is not a lifestyle, it is a life with style.” (YQA, 2017). 
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9. Attachments 

9.1. Interview guide 

Background:  

1. Tell us a bit about who you are  

2. How did you get your job at this organization? 

3. Why did you apply for this job?  

4. What is your personal experience of the LGBT-community?  

5. Where did you get the information about this interview?  

 

What is Young Queer Alliance?  

6. Tell us a little about the organization?  

7. What is your role at the organisation? 

8. How does the group constellation look like?  
 

Society – conditions to consider while working with LGBT 

9. Why do you think the organisation is needed in Mauritius? 

10. Do you see any difficulties/resistance to your work? 

11. Do you see any opportunities in your work? 

12. Can you describe as detailed as possible about how the current situation looks like for 

LGBT individuals in Mauritius today? 

13. How does your work affect the society? How do you influence others?  

 

Future 

14. How do you percieve the organisations future? Society? Government? 

15. What do you want to change? 

16. What needs to happen to get to your vision? Society? Organisation? 

 

Termination 

Is there something we missed?  

Do you want to add anything?  

Do you have questions for us? 

 

Additional questions 

Can you tell us more about...? 

That was interesting, could you develop it a little...? 

Can you help us understand the difference between...? 

Could you give an example... / give examples of what it is not...? 

What meaning does... have? 
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